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A: In general, this is a problem for other people to solve, because it is application-specific. Things to do: Find out for what you are opening the file. This is not very trivial, you can try to use Process Monitor: it records every operation you do in Windows, and allow you to start recording at the given time and filter out operations you don't want to record. If it is a text-file it might have been opened
from the file associations of your program. Open a command shell and just do shell("netscape.exe /cmd /k netscape&"); Make sure there is a suitable file name associations in your Windows. This can be done in the Registry Editor, or by assigning the file a suitable file association in Windows. Try to create a shortcut of netscape.exe and let it execute with a longer path: this will probably force
Windows to open it with the file associations, as it will try to find the file in a consistent directory. Try to copy the file from the FTP server to your computer. See the first two steps. You will, of course, be able to get the file associations if you are opening them explicitly, that is, if you do something like shell("start netscape&"). A: Appears it worked, but when I tried to open the file and found the
following error message: "Cannot launch this file. This file is not designed to be run by this version of the Netscape Navigator Product." So, the best way to solve my problem is to make the shortcut that will launch the appropriate file. Q: Android ListView - Selecting an item after click I've a ListView with checkbox and an image below. When I click on the item I want to highlight the item. I'm able
to highlight the item but only the last click, even though I have an item selected, the background color is not updated. Here's my code: public View getView(int position, View convertView, ViewGroup parent) { if (inflater == null) { inflater = (LayoutInflater) getContext().getSystemService(Context.LAYOUT_INFLATER_SERVICE); } f678ea9f9e
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